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Self-consistent calculations of interface states and electronic structure of the (110) interfaces of
Ge-GaAs and A1As-GaAs
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Self-consistent pseudopotential techniques, together with a superlattice geometry, are used to investigate

the detailed electronic structure of the (110) interfaces of Ge-GaAs and A1As-GaAs. For Ge-GaAs six types
of interface states are found, all lying below the thermal gap. No interface states are found in A1As-GaAs.
For each interface the total charge density, self-consistent potential, projected band structure, and local

density of states are presented, The interface states in Ge-GaAs are discussed in detail. We also present
results for the conduction- and valence-band discontinuities at these interfaces, discuss superlattice states in

A1As-GaAs, and suggest possible relaxation at the Ge-GaAs (110) interface.

I. INTRODUCTION

An interface can be defined as the system which
results when two differing materials are brought
into intimate contact, and the "interfacial region"
is that region which differs in its detailed prop-
erties from the bulk of either material. It is often
convenient, particularly for symmetry consider-
ations, to consider the solid surface as an inter-
face, i.e. the vacuum-solid interface. Many theo-
retical results for surfaces then are readily gen-
eralized to interfaces. For example, Heine's' dis-
cussion of allowed surface states trivially general-
izes to interface states. However, except to allow
for such generalizations from "surface" to "inter-
face, " in this paper we confine the term interface
(IF) to refer only to a solid-solid interface.

Early theoretical considerations of the electronic
structure at an IF were confined either to analytic
results for highly idealized model systems' or to
the qualitative phenomena which may be expected
from considerations of symmetry, chemical bond-
ing, or limiting behavior (e.g. , nearly free elec-
tron or tight binding). While the information gain-
ed from these studies is important for pedagogical
reasons, it can rarely be applied to a specific sys-
tem with confidence, and never to give detailed
comparison with experiment. That such a detailed
interaction of theory and experiment is desirable
has been particularly apparent in the use of low-
energy-electron diff raction in dete'rmining sur-
face morphology, which cannot at present be ac-
complished by either experiment or theory alone.

During the past fifteen years there has been
great experimental effort to understand the
Schottky barrier and the heterojunctipn, " as well
as more involved systems involving IF's. How-
ever, not until recently have there been theoreti-
cal attempts 'to understand in detail the electronic

structure at an IF. The jellium-jellium IF has
been studied by a number of researchers' and is
rather well understood, although this system
enjoys only limited applicability. It is interesting
that even in a system of this relative simplicity
few analytic results are available. Detailed cal-
culations have now been completed for the covalent
semiconductor-jellium IF', these indicate that
earlier proposals' for the IF states in the Schottky
barrier were incorrect in some important re-
spects.

Attempts to gain detailed information about the
semiconductor-semiconductor IF were at first
limited to non-self -consistent and crystallograph-
ic-IF -independent models which would furnish
predictions of the band-edge discontinuities at the
IF. These include a simple potential-matching
model of Frensley and Kroemer' and a tight-bind-
ing-like approach of Harrison. " Shay et al."have
revived the idea that, in some sense, a semicon-
ductor-semiconductor IF is equivalent to "cancel-
ling" surfaces, which then equates the conduction-
band discontinuity across the IF to the difference
in electron affinities. Kroemer" has emphasized
that this model has been treated too often as an
exact result in interpreting experimental results.
Regardless of the accuracy of these models for the
band-edge discontinuities, they provide very little
information about other IF properties of interest.

The first self-consistent calculation of an IF
electronic structure was by Baraff, Appelbaum,
and Hamann (l3AH), ' who considered an ideal
(unfaceted) Ge-GaAs (100) IF. They concentrated
on the character of bonds at a polar IF and on the
band-edge discontinuities, but were not able to
study details such as the spectrum and character
of IF states. Moreover, with the geometry used
in their study the resulting IF is metallic rather,
than the experimentally observed semiconductor,
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Caruthers and Lin-Chung'4 have since reported
non-self-consistent calculations on repeated
GaAs-Ga, .„Al„As (100) monolayex structures. The
results indicated that their geometry represents
a new compound rather than a. series of IF's.

In this paper we present the results of self-con-
sistent calculations of the detailed electronic
structure of the ideal (100) IF Ge-GaAs and AlAs-
GaAs . . Some of the Ge-GaAs results were report-
ed earlier. " Perhaps the most important results
are that IF states do occut in Ge-GaAs (but below
thevalence-bandmaximum) but do not occut in
AlAs-GaAs. For both IF's we give results for the
charge density and potential, the projected band
structures, the local density of states at various
distances from the IF and the character of the
bonds across this nonpolar IF, as well as discus-
sing the band-edge discontinuities. For Ge-GaAs
we present the complete spectrum of, and discuss
the characters of, the six types (bands) of IF
states which are found. Since we find both IFs to
be semiconducting as is experimentally known to
be the case, we expect these results to be repre-
sentative of abrupt heterojunctions in most re-
spects. Possible relaxation of the Ge-GaAs IF
away from the ideal structure is discussed.

Due to the small lattice mismatches 0.1%'in
both Ge-GaAs and AlAs-GaAs, which are among
the smallest of any known IF's, it is reasonable to
ignore effects due to dislocations or facetirig, and
to study the results due solely to the variation in
potential across the IF. Since Al lies just above
Ga, and Ge lies between Ga and As, in the periodic
table the variation in potential and atomic size
across these IF's should be small and systematic.
This is of course why the lattice mismatch is
small. In somewhat more generality we can con-
sider the Ge-GaAs IF as the prototype of a system
in which the ionicity changes from zero to a mod-
erate positive value across the IF, accompanied
by and associated with a change of symmetry y
(from diamond to zincblende lattice types). In the
AlAs-GaAs IF there is a. smaller change in ion-
icity which arises only from a change in the
strength of the (cation) potential; this becomes the
prototype for a system with a small ionicity vari-
ation across the IF without any change in symme-
try.

The atomic positions near a, (110) IF in Ge-GaAs
are pictured in Fig. 1. We have chosen to study
the (110) IF because, unlike the (100) or (111)
IF's, each atomic layer contains equal numbers
of cations and anions; i.e., it is nonpolar. For
nonpolar IP's all bonds remain saturated, at least
ori the average, and it is expected (and will be
verified) that the ideal geometry will give a semi-
conducting IF as is observed. As noted by BAH,"

Ge-GaAs (110) Interface
oGa OGe As

!

.v
First

GaAs
Layer

Inter fa ce
Layer

First Ge
Layer

FIQ. l. Atomic positions near the Qe-QaAs (110) in-
terface. Bonds are denoted by heavy solid lines, ex-
cept bonds across the interface are shown as heavy
dashed lines. The chains ABC'S and CDCD are the two
independent bonding chains perpendicular to the inter-
face, containing the Ge-Qa and Qe-As bonds, respec-
tively. The x, y, ands directions used in setting up
the unit cell are shown at bottom.

an unreconstructed geometry at a polar IF must
lead to a metallic IF, and the (unknown) atomic
rearrangement which finally gives rise to a semi-
conducting IF is likely to be a crucial feature in
polar systems.

The geometry which we will use to study the IF
is actually a superlattice, i.e. , a periodic array
of Ge (or AlAs) and GaAs "slabs." The distance
between IF's is chosen large enough that a single
isolated IF is well described by the results. This
superlattice geometry however provides a bonus,
since very recently such superlattices have been
synthesized '""and are found to exhibit numerous
interesting properties. Some results relevant to
such superlattices will be discussed in Sec. IV.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

To study the Ge-GaAs and AlAs-GaAs IF's we
have adapted a method of self-consistent pseudo-
potentials which has been highly successful in
surface studies. The method has been described
extensively elsewhere" so only the basic features
will be reviewed here.

An idealized system containing an IF between
two semi-infinite solids necessarily lacks period-
icity in the direction perpendicular to the IF,
taken here as the z direction. The first important
feature of the method is that we impose periodicity
in the z direction by periodically repeating the IF
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TABLE I. Ionic core parameters a; and empirical starting potential parameters b; for Al,
Qa, Ge, and As. The potentials are normalized to a volume of 152.9 a.u.3. The forms of the
potentials are given by (1) and (2). With q given in atomic units, the potential is in rydbergs.
(The Qa potential is valid only for q ~ 3 a.u. )

Potential
parameters Ge As

a&

Q2

Q3

Q4

bg

b2
bs
b4

—0.569 18
1.046 80

—0.13389
—0.029 44

0.448 9
1.880 0
0.650 0

—0.300

—0.33845
1.330 50
0.456 60
0.00705

10.217 9
2.3846
0.5598

—6.4754

—0.95546
0.803 23

—0.31205
—0.018 52

2.417 2
2.414 7
0.583 7

-3.4044

-0.704 51
1.044 80
0.166 24

—0.01512

1.132 1
2.653 3
0.682 5

-1.276 9

geometry. By retaining a periodic system in this
way the usual "k-space methods" of the pseudopo-
tential technique can be applied. In addition we
require the IF's to be far enough apart that the
"interfacial regions" do not overlap. This satis-
fies the primary desire that each IF is independent
of all other, since we wish to study the properties
of a single isolated IF. An equivalent require-

.ment is that the local material properties midway
between IF's should be representative of the bulk
solid.

Specifically we have chosen a unit cell having 18
layers (9 of each material) in the z direction. As
each (110) plane contains 2 atoms/(unit cell), the
unit cell contains 36 atoms and tao IF's. We de-
monstrate below that the IF's so described are
independent to high accuracy. We also note that, .

since the unit cell is so long in the z direction,
the Brillouin zone is effectively two dimensional
(in the x-y plane), as would hold exactly for a
single isolated IF.

The inputs to the calculation are the atomic po-
sitions within the unit cell and the ion core pseu-
dopotentials used to describe the ions. The ionic
positions, shown in Fig. 1, are those appropriate
to a diamond lattice of cubic lattice constant a,
= 10.696 a.u. , essentially equal to that of bu'lk

Ge, GaAs, or AlAs. The ion-core pseudopoten-
tials V,.„are parametrized in the form

V,.„(q)= (a, /q') [cos(a,q) + aJe'4", (1)

where the parameters a,. are fit to a Heine-Abaren-
kov core potential, and in some cases are slightly
adjusted further to give a good bulk band structure.
Once these parameters are fit, however, there is
no additional adjustment to describe IF features.
The parameters a,. for Ge, Ga, As, and Al which
were used in the calculation are listed in Table I,
and the ionic potentials in real space are pictured

0

r (a.u. )

2 3
I-

5

—20

—40

PIQ. 2. Ionic pseudopotentials of Al, Qa, Qe, and

As, plotted in real space, showing their relative
strengths. The potential for x~ 1 a.u. is somewhat
arbitrary.

1n Flg, 2.
For large x the ion-core potential must have the

asymptotic form V„,(r)- —ze'/x for ionic charge
z. This leads to the constraint a, (1+a, ) = -4wze'/
A„where ~, denotes the atomic volume. For
surface calculations this constraint has some-
times been relaxed. However, since for the IF
we will be particularly interested in obtaining an
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accurate evaluation. of the electrostatic dipole
from the electronic charge density and ionic
charges, this constraint has not been relaxed for
these calculations.

The ion core potentials must be screened self-
consistently by .the valence electron potential. A
basis set of approximately 430 plane waves has
been used to obtain accurate energies and wave
functions, and an additional -750 plane waves were
incorporated into the calculation via a second-or-
der perturbation scheme, the screening potential
is then derived from the charge density formed by
summing over occupied states.

To begin the self-consistency procedure we
have used an empirical (screened) potential of the
form

V, ,(q) = b, (q' —b,)/(exp[b, (q' —b, )]+ 1). (2)

The parameters b, are fitted to reproduce the bulk
band structure and are also listed in Table II.
Since small q values are not present in the fitting
procedure the empirical potential is not expected
to be accurate in this region; however, this poten-
tial is only used to initiate iteration and will not
affect the self-consistent results.

Given the starting potential, the wave functions
are calculated with a plane-wave basis, ultimately
leading to the total charge density p(r) in terms
of its Fourier components p(G). From the charge
density we derive a Hartree screening potential
VH and an exchange-correlation potential V„(in the
local-density approximation) as has been described
previously. "

The (110) IF's of both' Ge-GaAs and AlAs-GaAs
. are found experimentally to be semiconducting.
As long as the system remains semiconducting
during the iteration procedure it is permissible
(and time saving) to use well-characterized spe-
cial points schemes. " These schemes allow the
use of only a small number of special points in
the Brillouin zone to yield an accurate charge den-
sity. We have used the set of four special points

(—,', —,'), (—,', —,'), (—,'-, ), (—, , —,}in the rectangular two-
dimensional zone (reduced units for wave vectors
are used here and below) for the iteration process

In spite of the previously noted" highly nonlinear
nature of the self-consistency process, careful
mixing of input and output potentials to produce a
new input potential will yield convergence in 5-10
iterations. In the case of Ge-GaAs, iteration was
continued until each Fourier component of the po-
tential was self-consistent to within 4 x 10 ' By.
Such an extreme requirement of self-consistency
is unnecessary, and in the A1As-GaAs calculation
iteration was terminated when Fourier components
of the input and output potentials agreed to within
2 x 10 ' Ry. The eigenvalues are self-consistent
to roughly the same order and in fact converge
more rapidly than the small-G components of the
potential, which are very sensitive to small charge
transfers across the IF.

The procedure for obtaining the local and total
density of states is well known. We have used the
wave functions and eigenvalues at 13 k points in the
irreducible zone (a total of 936 independent valence
eigenvalues) with a histogram channel width of 0.1
eV to generate the density of states plots shown
below.

An idea of the importance of self-consistency
can be obtained from Fig. 3, where the total poten-
tial, averaged parallel to the IF, is shown for the
empirical potential and the resulting self-consis-
tent potential for both IF's. In general, there are
two primary differences between the empirical and
self-consistent potentials. .Firstly, the relative
positions of the energy about which the potential
oscillates on each side of the IF (the average bu1k
potential V) is changed considerably during itera-
tion. For the Ge-GaAs IF, the empirical value of
(Vo, —Vo,„,), ,= 0.76 eV is reduced to a final value
of Vo, —Vo~, =0.25 eV. In AlAs-GaAs the effect
is more dramatic, with the initial value of 1.70 eV
being changed to the final value of V~y„Vo~s
= -0.05 eV. Secondly, the change in empirical po-

TABLE II. Schematic comparison of the localized states of the GaAs (110) surface (Ref. 18)
and the Ge-GaAs (110) interface (this work). The energy of each localized state ("feature")
is given on the scale used fear the interface. Qualitative interconnections are denoted by
arrows. '

GaAs (110) surface
Feature Energy (eV)

Ge-GaAs (110) interface
Energy (eV) Feature

As s like
Ga s like
As back bond
As parallel bond
As dangling bond
Ga dangling bond

—9.25
—6.00
-2.25
—0.75
—0.'50

0.75

—11.5
—6.0
—4.0
—2.25
—1.0
—1.0

As s like Pg)
Ga s like (~2)
Ge-As bond (B&)

"Ga-As" parallel bond (P~)
"Ge-Ge" parallel bond (P2)

Ge-Ga bond (B2)
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{110)Ge-GaAs Total Charge Density4 O. ~
Ge-GaAs Interface States

GaAs g Ge Q. Projected Band Structure

2-.

Ga

)
Q

4

O)

Q —6
LIJ

FIQ. 4. Contour plot of the total self-consistent
valence charge density of Qe-GaAs, pictured in the
planes perpendicular to the interface containing the
ABAB (a) and CDCD (b) chains of Fig. l. Only one-
third of the unit ce11, centered at an interface, is pic-
tured. The average charge density is normalized to
unity; successive contours are separated by 0.2 units.
Note that the Qe-Ga and Qe-g. s bonds across the inter-
face are unlike both the Ge-Ge or Ga-As bonds. The
maximum charge density in the bonding regions are
quoted to the nearest 0.05 units.

or Ga-As bonds. The charge density maxima for
the two types of bulk bonds are approximately
equal (-2.55-2.60 when the average charge density
is normalized to unity). The maximum of the
Ge-Ga (resp. Ge-As) bond is -8/p-10/q less than
(greater than) that of the bulk bonds. This behav-
ior is roughly what would be expected from the
following simple chemical consideration. Since
(Ga, Ge, As) contribute (3, 4, 5) electrons to
their four tetrahedral bonds, they contribute (0.75,
1.00, 1.25) electrons/bond. This leads to an initial
estimate of 1.75 and 2.25 electrons for the Ge-Ga
and Ge-As bonds.

To check the applicability of this naive argument
to the bond charges at a nonpolar IF, we have cal-
culated the total charge in various regions within
the unit cell which contain a single bond. Whereas
each bond which does not cross the ~F is found to
contain two electrons (to an accuracy of 0.2/o), we
find that the Ge-Ga and Ge-As bdnds across the IF
contain 1.89 and 2.11 electrons, respectively.
Thus the bond charges at this Ge-GaAs IF are
significantly move uniform than simple (and non-
self-consistent) chemical considerations would
indicate. We emphasize that even the Ge-Ge and
Ga-As bonds parallel to and bordering the IF con-
tain 2 electrons to high accuracy. Implications of
this charge transfer between bonds across the IF
will be discussed in Sec. IV.

The most intriguing result of this study is the

—10

—12

I

X M

k

discovery of IF states in Ge-GaAs. The spectrum
of true IF states is shown in Fig. 5, together with
the (110)PBS's of Ge and GaAs. IF states are al-
lowed only in the gaps in Fig. 5, i.e. , in the fun-
damental gap (—1 to 2 eV), in the "stomach" gap
(-2 to -6 eV) in the "lower" gap (-7 to -10 eV),
and below the valence bands (& -11 eV). Small
gaps exist in the lower conduction bands as well,
but appear in these calculations to be of no conse-
quence. Six types (or partial bands) of IF states
are found to exist in the valence band region, pri-
marily near the edges (X-IVI-X') of the two-di-
mensional Brillouin zone. The charge densities
of these states are presented in Figs. 6 and. V in
the plane(s) in which the state is concentrated. It
is convenient to discuss the IF states in pairs.

The states labeled S, and S, are s-like IF states
derived from the As and Ga atoms, respectively,
at the IF. S, lies just below the As-derived bulk
valence bands and, like the other IF states,
merges into the PBS away from the zone edges.
The charge density is primarily spherical, with a

FIG. 5. Interface states of (110) Ge-GaAs relative to
the projected band structures of bulk Ge and QaAs from
self-consistent calculations. The dispersion of the in-
terface states is denoted by heavy solid lines; heavy
dashed lines indicate interface states which have a long
decay length into the bulk. Symmetry points (in re-
duced units) are I'=(0, 0), X=(2, 0), M=(2, 2), X'
= (0, ~). T-he interface states S&, S&, B&, B2, P&, P2, as
well as the "stomach" gap (—2 to -6 eV) and the "lower"
gap (-7 to -10 eV) are described in the text.
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(a) P, State

2 Ge-Ga Interface State

g, G e-A s Interface State
Ge

(b) P, State

(c) P, State

2

(cI) P, State

- S~ As s-like Interface State

FIG. 6. Contour plots, perpendicular to the interface,
of the charge densities of the interface states 9(, 82, Bg,
B2. Each averaged charge density is normalized to
unity; successive contours are separated by 2.0 units.
Straight lines denote bond directions. The interface
states derived from the G", (respectively, As) are
plotted in the plane of the ABAB. (respectively, CDCD)
chain in Fig. 1. In each case the charge density in the
plane which is not shown is & 5/~ of that in the plane
shown. .

small bulge toward each of the three neighboring
Ga atoms [only one of which is shown in Fig. 6(d)]
and a larger bulge toward the neighboring Ge
atoms, and small contributions (-5%) from As
atoms in the second and third layers away from
the IF. The S, state lies near the bottom of the
stomach gap and, although roughly spherical
except for bulges toward neighboring As atoms
[as shown in Fig. 6(c)], it is not centered on the
Ga atom. The center is shifted -0.7 A parallel
to the IF and toward the midpoint of the two neigh-
boring As atoms, due to the weaker Ge potential
relative to that of As.

The states &, and &2 are, respectively, Ge-As
and Ge-Ga p-like bonding states directed across
the IF, as shown in the charge-density plots of

FIG. 7. Contour plots, in planes parallel to and adja-
cent to the interface, of the parallel bonding interface
states P2 [(a) and (b)] and P& [(c) and (d)]. The average
charge density of. each state is normalized to unity;
successive contours are separated by 2.0 units. Less
than 10% of the charge of each state lies in the other
atomic layers combined. The states are described more
fully in the text.

Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). B, runs along the top of the
stomach. gap; B,„ lies at the bottom of the funda-
mental gap and exists over -3 of the Brilluoin
zone. The charge density of the B, state is strong-
ly concentrated between the Ge and Ga atoms,
whereas &.„with its central maximum between
Ge and As and its subsidiary maxima "behind" the
atoms, resembles the classic picture of bonding

p orbitals.
A simple consideration of the potential provides

some understanding of these IF states. The ionic
potential in the bonding region between the Ge and
As atoms at the IF is stronger than that in bulk
Ge and GaAs. The As-related states S, and
respond to this negative perturbation and drop in
energy below their bulk counterparts. Conversely,
the Ga-related states S, and B., are pushed higher
in energy by the relatively weaker ionic potential
in the Ge-Ga bonding region.

The states denoted P, and P, exist only near the
symmetry point X' and are derived from Ge-Ge
and Ga-As bonds adjacent to and parallel to the
IF. The charge densities of these states are pic-
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tured in Fig. 7. The charge density of each state
is shown in the atomic planes Pmallez to the IF,
since very little of the charge lies in the planes
across the IF depicted in Fig. 6. Both P, and P,
have contributions from the Ge-Ge and Ga-As
bonds parallel to the IF, the primary distinction
being the relative contribution from each: P, is

3 Ga-As, whereas P, is -3 Ge -Ge. A furthe r
difference is that the charge density peaks of P,
lie nearly on the line joining nearest neighbors
whereas those P, are significantly shifted from
that line.

The formation of these states is not easily un-
derstood in terms of ionic potentials as was the
case for Sy S2 +y p

and + However, we note
that the shift of the charge-density peaks in P, on
the Ge atomic plane is toward the Ge with an As,
rather than Ga, riearest neighbor across the IF.
In the GaAs atomic plane the shift is toward the
Ge-As bond rather than the Ge-Ga bond. It may
also be of some relevance that the state (P, ) with
most charge density in the more ionic material
(GaAs) lies lowest in energy.

The local. density of states (LDOS) of this IF is
shown in Fig. 8. The regions of integration; i.e. ,
IF layer, first Ge layer, first GaAs layer (to be
denoted below as [IF], [Ge]„[GaAs],), etc. are
rectangular regions bounded by the atomic layers
and are pictured in Fig. 1. Also shown in Fig. 8

is the "excess" LDOS, defined as the amount by
which the LDOS exceeds both bulk state densities,
if positive. This excess LDOS denotes states
which must necessarily be localized at the layer
under conside ration.

The LDOS in [Ge], [Fig. 8(a)] is similar to that
of bulk Ge except at the energy - -8 eV, where
long-range order in the bulk causes the state den-
sity to vanish at one point. The effect of the IF on
this layer is only to destroy some long-range or-
der, giving changes reminiscent of amorphous
semiconductor calculations. In [Ge], these effects
increase and in addition an appreciable excess
LDOS appears at -1 to 0 eV, from the 8, and P,
states, and in the region -10 to -7 eV. This lat-
ter is due to IF resonances (R,) surrounding the
lower gap in Fig. 5. These resonances correspond
to Ge bulk states in the region of the GaAs "anti-
symmetric gap. " Since it is impossible for propa-
gating states at this energy to exist in GaAs, the
Ge states are reflected at the IF. The 8, reso-
nances can be interpreted as constructively inter-
fering incident and reflected waves. They are
similar to the "metal-induced gap states" in the
metal- semiconductor inte rface. '

At the IF layer [IF] the LDOS is distorted in the
region -12 to -8 eV, the peak at -12 to -11 eV
arising from As s states and the rema'inder being
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due to Ge. In the excess LDOS the S, state and B,
(and possibly P,) states produce features which
may be measurable in very careful photoemission
experiments; the 8, and P, sta, tes are hardly no-

Qa fL
—12 —10 —8 —6 —4 —2 0

ENERGY (eVj

FIG. 8. Local density of states for five layers
surrounding the Ge-GaAs (110) interface. The "excess"
denotes the density of states localized at the layer as
described in the text. The designations "fnter face
Layer, " "first Ge layer, " etc. are as pictured in Fig.
1. The positions of the interface states (Sf S2s B), Bg)
and resonances (R&, R2) from which localized states
arise are pictured. The local density of states in layers
farther from the interface is essentially bulklike.
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ticeable. In [GaAs], the As state S, remains, to-
gether with most of the charge density of the Ga
state 8,. The LDOS is noticeably GaAs like, with
the antisymmetric gap rather well formed. In
[GaAs], the LDOS is distinctly that of GaAs. The
band-edge tails in the antisymmetric gap are due
to the lack of true long-range order. The excess
LDOS contributions at -11 to -10 eV arise from
GaAs'resonances 8, near the edge of the Brillouin
zone.

Integrating the LDOS over the valence band gives
the charge' in each layer. We have found that each
layer throughout the unit cell contains 8 electrons
to an accuracy of -0.3%%uo. The calculated electro-
static dipole, defined by

(110) AIAs-GaAs Total Charge Density

d =4tre' (z -Z) p(z) dz, (3)

where Z is the position of the IF and P(z) is the
charge density averaged parallel to the IF, is d
~ 0.10 eV and tending to raise Ge relative to GaAs.

The difference in energy gaps for this IF is ~E~
= E~ '"' —E, ' = 0.75 eV. The manner in which AE,
is distributed between the valence and conduction '

bands is of crucial importance in understanding
the electrical and optical properties of Ge-GaAs
heterojunctions. From Fig. 3(a) the difference in

average potential V is V ' —V ' '=0.25 eV.
ferencing the valence-band maximum to the average
potential in the bulk band structures and raising
Ge by 0.25 eV gives a valence-band discontinuity
gE'„=E„'-E„'"'=0.35 eV, which leaves a simi].ar
discontinuity AE, = E, '"' —EG'.= 0.40 eV. In arriv-
ing at AE, we use AE„and the experimental gap
values, since the conduction-band minimum is
quite sensitive to the ionic potential, causing the
gaps to be -0.2 eV in error. We estimate our
overall error to be -0.1-0.2 eV.

A number of capacitance-voltage (C-V) and cur-
rent-voltage (I-V) measurements have been used
to extract values of ~E, in the Ge-GaAs hetero-
junctions. If all recent measurements are given
weight a value of 0.2~ 0.15 eV is obtained. A fur-
ther discussion of the band-edge discontinuities and
their comparison with experiment is presented in
the Sec. IV, where the AlAs-GaAs results can be
included.

FIG. 9. Contour plot of the total self-consi'stent
valence charge dens'ity of AlAs-GaAs, using the same
geometry and conventions as in Fig. 4. Note that the
Al-As and Ga-As bonds across the interface are essen-
tially the same as those in the respective bulk matIerial.

density at the IF. In fact, both the Ga-As and Al-
As bonds across the IF are like the bonds in the
bulk. The bonding charge parallel to the IF is also
not significantly altered from the respective bulk
counterparts. The variation across the IF, in this
case a small change in ionicity, is accommodated
in a very localized manner across the As atom at
the IF. The charge transfer from the Ga-As bond
to the Al-As bond at the IF (or elsewhere) is neg-
ligible (%0.002 electron).

AIAs-GaAs Projected Band Structure
gQQy AIAs VZa GaAs'm

B. A1As-GaAs (110)interface

In Fig. 9 the total self-consistent charge density
for the AIAs-&aAs (110) IF is presented, in the
same two planes perpendicular to the IF as in Ge-
GaAs (Fig. 4). Again the charge density away from
the IF is representative of the respective bulk
charge density. ' Unlike the Ge-GaAs IF, how-
ever, there is virtually no disruption of the charge

X' 'r X M f
k

FIG. 10. (110) projected band structures of bulk AlAs
and GaAs from self-consistent calculations. No inter-
face states are found to exist in either the fundamental
gap (0 to 2 eV), the "stomach" gap (-6 to —2 eV) or the
antisymmetric gap (—10 to -7 eV), or below the valence
bands (&11 eV). Symmetry points are as in Fig. 5.
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No IF states are found in the AlAs-GaAs (110)
IF. The PBSs of AlAs and GaAs are shown in Fig.
10. The differences in the PBSs in the valence
band region (negative energies) can all be ac-
counted for by the increased ionicity of AlAs rela-
tive to GaAs. The As s-derived bands (—10 to —12
eV) are similar in these materials. The largest
difference occurs in the lower bonding states (-4
to -5 eV) which have a large contribution from the
cation. Due to the deeper potential in Ga relative
to As (see Fig. 2), these states lie -0.5 eV lower
in GaAs. The differences in the conduction-band
region are dependent on the details of the poten-
tials.

In Fig. 11 we present the LDOS and "excess" for
three la.yers nea. r the IF. As would be expected
from. the' PBS's of Fig. 10 there is very little
change in the LOGS across the IF except for slight
variations in the antisymmetric and fundamental
gaps. The excess LOGS, which is determined by
localized states (true IF states and resonances),

is completely negligible at the IF layer and the
contributions from resonances in [AIAs], and

[GaAs], are very small. The excess vanishes for
layers further from the IF. Integrating the LDOS
(as described previously for Ge-GaAs) indicates
tha, t each layer in the unit cell contains 8 elec-
trons. The electrostatic dipole for this IF is en-
tirely negligible.

The difference in experimental thermal gap val-
A1AS C~aAsues" for these materials is AE, =E~ -E~ =2.1

—1.45=0.65 eV. However, the AlAs gap is indi-
rect while tha, t of GaAs is direct. Since we must
compare band-edge discontinuities with experi-
mental values for Al„Ga, „As-GaAs(x = 0.2) in
which the gap is direct, it is appropriate to use the
dA ect gaps at I" and assume linear extrapolation
of this gap for x-1. Then we obta, in" AF. I'=2.9
—1.45= 1.45 eV. The most recent experiments"'"
give hE„= (0.15+0.03)Ed . We obtain AE„=0.25
eV=0.17sE " in excellent agreement with the ex-
perimental results. These band-edge discontinu-
ities are discussed further in Sec. IV. .

AIAs-GaAs (110) Interface
j T I I I I I

(a)
)(

First AIAs Layer
gg "Excess"

Interface Layer

IV. DISCUSSION

In Sec. III we have presented and discussed sep-
arately the results of microscopic electronic
structure calculations of the idea. l Ge-GaAs a,nd
AlAs-GaAs (110) IF's. To facilitate a more gen-
eral understanding of IF structure we present in
this section a comparison of certain features of
these two interfaces, with each other, with experi-
ments, and with the corresponding ideal surfaces.
The peculiar bonds across the Ge-GaAs IF suggest
atomic relaxation at this IF, of which two possi-
bilities are suggested. Superlattice a,spects which

may be of experimental interest are also presented
and discussed.

A. Band-edge discontinuities and interface states

(c)
T . f 1

FIG. ll. Local density of states for three layers sur-
rounding the AlAs-QaAs (j.lo) interface. The notation
is as in I"ig. 8. The localized states as described by
the "excess" local density of states is extremely small
for this interface. The density of states at layers far-
ther from the interface than those shown is essentially
bulklike.

Experimentally the two most accessible micro-
scopic properties of an IF are the discontinuities
of the valence and conduction bands across the IF
and the existence of IF states. According to most
models used to interpret the experimental I-V,
C-V, and optica, l data, only IF states in the ther-
mal gap (between valence-band maximum and con-
duction-band minimum) will substantially affect
these data. In both AlAs-GaAs and Ge-GaAs the
density of IF states in the thermal gap is found"
to be very (usually undetectably) small, and can be
accounted for by the small lattice mismatch. This
is in agreement with our results, as all of the Ge-
GaAs IF states lie below the valence-band maxi-
mum.

The band-edge discontinuities of a, large number
of IF's have been extracted from experimental
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data, usually C-V and I-V studies, but due to the
spread in published values there remain problems
in determining the best value for a particular IF.
One difficulty is the extraction of doping-level-
independent quantities, in this case band-edge dis-
continuities, from C-V 2nd I-V spectra which are
highly dependent on doping level. In the earlier
days, when it was desirable to remove some vari-
able(s) from the problem, a simplification was in-
troduced by assuming that the conduction-band dis-
continuity is equal to the difference in electron af-
finities. This simplification his often b'een treated
as a rigorous result which, as noted by Kroemer, "
is not the case. However, Shay et a/. "have re-
cently argued that this simple model should be at
least approximately satisfied.

There is also no assurance that the band-edge
discontinuities are independent (or even nearly so)
of the crystallographic IF considered, although this
has nearly always been assumed. One available
study by Fang and Howard" indicates a difference
of -0.3 eV in band-edge discontinuities between
Ge-GaAs [Ga(Ill)] and [As(111)] IF's, but more
work is needed before definite conclusions are
warranted. ' Finally we note that most IF's have
been graded to some, usually unknown, extent;
this should tend to decrease the measured values
of both AE, and AE„. Recent studies" of
Al„Ga, „A,-GaAs "abrupt", IF's grown by liquid-
phase epitaxy indicates that this- junction is usually
graded over a width of -100 A. This level of
grading may decrease significantly the measured
band-edge discontinuities, since calculations" for
graded IF's indicate that grading over 300 A com-
pletely removes the energy-band barriers. With
these caveats in mind we proceed to a comparison
of our results for AE, and AE„with experiments
and with other theoretical estimates.

Results are not available on single AlAs-
GaAs IFs due to the difficulty in preparing the
AlAs compound appropriately. As noted in
Sec. III, our values for the band-edge discontinu-
ities for AlAs-GaAs are in excellent agreement
with extrapolations from the measurements of
Dingle et al."'"and Esaki and co-workers. "'"
The measurements were taken on Al„Ga, „As-
GaAs superlattices (x -0.2) grown by molecular
beam epitaxy, where grading effects can be very
small. "'" Both (110) and (100) IFs have been
studied by these methods, with no differences hiv-
ing been reported. There is no experimental evi-
dence of IF states or strain in these superlattices.
All of these results are consistent with our finding
that the change from AlAs to GaAs across the IF
occurs with negligible disruption of the bonds.

The first theoretical predictions of band-edge
discontinuities were made by Frensley and Kroe-

mer' by assuming that the average interstitial po-
tential is continuous across the IF. For A1As-
GaAs they found AE„=0.26 eV, in good agreement
with our results and experiment. A revised ver-
sion" of their model, which gives better agree-
ment with experiment for most IFs they consider,
gives the poorer value AE, =0.69 eV for this IF.
Using a tight-binding-like model Harrison" has
found AE„=0.01 eV for Alp 2Gap 8AS-GaAs, which
is near the experimental value. An experimental
value of the electron affinity of AlAs is apparently
not available. Shay et al. ,"however, argue that a
theoretical estimate of this quantity indicates that
the "electron affinity rule" is reasonably well sat-
isfied in this system. The result of this paper is
the first self-consistent prediction of AE„and AE,
for the AlAs-GaAs IF.

As mentioned in Sec. III, experimental values of
the band-edge discontinuities in Ge-GaAs are ra-
ther widely spread, with values of ~E, ranging
from" 0.11 to' 0.40 eV. The majority of published
values, however, tend to lie in the lower half of
this range. Our result, AE, =0.40 eV, is not in-
consistent with the data but is perhaps -0.2 eV
higher than the most probable value. The esti-
mates of Frensley and Kroemer' (sE, =0.03 eV)
and of Shay et al." (b,E, = 0.06 eV) are perhaps
somewhat closer to the experimental data, while
Harrison's" value (b,E, =0.35 eV) is similar to our
result. The only previous self-consistent estimate
is for the (100) IF, where BAH" found aE, =0
for the ideal IF, and aE, = -0.1 eV for their pro-
posed relaxation. Both of the IF's studied by BAH
are metallic and it is unclear whether the band-
edge discontinuities will be affected by this.

In the literature there appears to be some con-
fusion concerning the origin of the band-edge dis-
continuities across an IF, or equivalently, the dif-
ference hV in average potential across the IF. In
the calculations described here hV is the sum of
only three contributions. First, there is a differ-
ence in average ion core potential AV; „. BAH, "
in the study of the (100) IF of Ge-GaAs, restricted
their potentials such that aV;„-=0. This has not
been done in the work described here, as can be
seen in Fig. 2. Secondly, there is a difference in
average Hartree potential AV„, which includes the
dipole (3) as well as other (very small) contributions
depending on the details of the self- consistent charge
density. Finally, there is a difference in average ex-
change-correlation potential 4V„,which can be ob-
tained from bulk calculations. Using the signer inter-
polation procedure BAH" have found ~V„,= 0.09 eV
for Ge-GaAs. Using the statist. ical p'~' approxi-
mation we find differences in V„ for Ge, GaAs,
and AIAs to be less than 0.01 eV (assuming equal
atomic volumes).
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B. Possible relaxation at the Ge-GaAs (110)interface

The peculiar bonds across the Ge-GaAs IF, to-
gether with a lack of precise agreement with the
experiment values of 6E, and AE„, suggests re-
laxation, or possibly reconstruction, at this IF.
Since the bonds are "nonideal" in that. they do not
contain exactly 2 electrons, the resulting weaken-
ing of the bonds suggests a simple separation of
the planes at the (110) IF. This relaxation is in
the direction to bring the band edges into better
agreement with experiment, since for infinite sep-
aration AE, is equal to the difference in electron
affinities (0.06 eV)."

The "nonideal" bonds can be considered in an-
other fashion, with predictions conflicting with a
simple separation of the planes at the IF. The Ge-
As bond contains 2.11 electrons, but below a well-
defined gap, and hence all in bonding states. Thus
the Ge-As bond is almost certain to be stronger
than the bulk Ge-Ge or Ga-As bonds. There is lit-
tle doubt that the Ge-Ga bond is weaker than the
bulk bonds. These considerations suggest a "tip-
ping" of the Ga-As bonds adjacent to and parallel
to the IF, with the Ge-As bond contracting and the
Ge-Ga bond distending. This is the more sugges-
tive since it is similar to the apparent relaxation '
at the GaAs (110) surface, but its effect on the
band edges is difficult to estimate. Research on
possible relaxation at this IF is continuing. ,

C. Interface states and surface states

One approach to the understanding of the origin
of IF states. is in terms of surface states, and how
IF states arise, or evolve from surface states, as
two surfaces are "brought together" to form an IF.
Since both surface and IF states can be interpreted
in a real space picture, e.g. , as s-like states,
dangling bonds, etc. , this suggests that an intimate
relationship between IF states and surface states
-may exist. We will discuss these interconnections
qualitatively here.

The surface states of the ideal GaAs (110) inter-
face have beep well characterized theoretically"'"
and will be discussed below. Unfortunately, the
ideal Ge (110) surface has not been studied theo-
retically. However, extrapolating from GaAs, it
can be expected that the (110) Ge surface will have
dangling bonds states in or near the gap. Parallel
or back bonds, as well as s-like states, may ap-
pear at lower energies but the following discussion
will riot depend on these details.

We will use the results of Chelikowsky and
Cohen" for the surface states of (110) GaAs, since
the self-consistent pseudopotential method was
used for their calculations. In addition the Ga and .

As ionic pseudopotentials are the same as those
used in our. IF calculations. The surface states
and energies (on the energy scale of our Ge-GaAs
IF) are listed in Table II, together with our re-
sults for the Ge-GaAs (110) IF. The arrows in
Table II denote the relationships of surface states
to IF states.

We begin in the low-energy region. The As s-
like IF state lies 2.25 eV below its surface coun-
terpart, while the Ga s-like IF state is at approxi-
mately the same energy as the corresponding sur-
face state. The behavior of the As s-like state is
clear: the surface pushes it above the bulk As s-
like states, while the Ge slab (or probably just the
Ge nearest neighbor) pulls it below. The Ga s
state at the "edge" (surface or IF), however, sees
both the surface and the neighboring Ge atom as a
positive perturbation compared to a Ga s state in
the bulk, surrounded by As atoms. These two pos-
itive perturbations have similar results, giving
rise to a localized state near the bottom of the
stomach gap (Fig. 5).

From Fig. 6 we see that the Ge-As bonding state
B, at the IF can be considered as derived from
dangling bonds and back bonds of the As atom on
the GaAs surface and the Ge atom at the Ge sur-
face. The potential in the dangling bond region will
be greatly reduced in bringing the surfaces togeth-
er. This is reflected in the 3.5 eV difference in
energies of the As (and presumably Ge) dangling
bond and the Ge-As bonding state. The develop-
ment of the Ge-Ga bonding state 8, can be viewed
similarly, with the difference between Ga (and Ge)
dangling bonds and the Ge-Ga bonding state being
-2 eV.

The parallel bonding IF states P, and P, can
qualitatively be regarded as arising from parallel
bond surface states in Ge and in GaAs. However,
without specific information on the Ge surface
states this identification cannot be carried any
further.

We can tentatively conclude that, in IFs in semi-
conductors with negligible lattice mismatch, the
study of the ideal surfaces can be useful in predict-
ing the existence and character of IF states.

D. Superlattice states in AlAs-GaAs

Recently, molecular beam epitaxy methods"'"
have been used to construct A1As-GaAs and
Al„Ga, , As-GaAs (as well as other) superlattices.
Superlattices can be grown with either (110) or
(100) IF's, with no differences between these two
alternatives having been reported. Characteriza-
tions of the superlattices indicate an alternating
epitaxy of high quality. Experiments on superlat-
tices include I-V and photocurrent measurements
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by Esaki and coworkers, "'"and optical absorption
by Dingle and collaborators. "'" The data have
been interpreted in terms of states quantized in the
z direction (the superlattice direction). The pre-
sumption is that the valence- and conduction-band
discontinuities form effective potential wells which
contain a few quantized energy levels and Confine
carriers in these levels to the material with smal-
ler band gap. Superlatttices have typically in-
volved -25-50 layers of each material and inter-

. pretation of data using this approach has been very
successful.

In our calculations involving 9 layers of each
material superlattice states are found to exist;
however, for this "small" unit cell each state can
overlap appreciably with the corresponding state
in the next unit cell ("potential well" ) so a direct
comparison to single-well states may not be ap-
propriate. We concentrate on the AlAs-GaAs sys-
tem since it has been of most experiment interest.
We describe in particular the states near the val-
ence-band maximum at I', since our results are
most realistic in this region.

At the I' point we find the two uppermost oc-
cupied states (just below the fundamental gap) are
superlattice states, in that their charge density i:s
confined almost entirely to GaAs. We refer to
these as superla, ttice hole (SLH) states. The third
state below the gap has equal charge in A1As and
GaAs and is clearly below the valence-band maxi-
mum of each material, and is therefore not what
is usually referred to as a superlattice state. The
Sl H states are split in energy by 0.05 eV, with the
"higher" energy hole state g, (near the "top" of the
inverted potential well for holes) being just bound.
(It is difficult to give precise energies relative to
the bottom of the potential well since for our 9-
layer-9-layer structure the bulk band edges are
not precisely defined. ) In either Ge or GaAs in the
bulk the two top valence states at I" are degener-
ate. This splitting is the direct result of the low-
ering of symmetry in the IF and has been observed
experimentally. in both superlattice" and mono-
layer" structures. It is natural to try to interpret
these states as the light- and heavy-hole states in
the potential wells. However, this description ap-
pears not to apply to these states, for the following
two reasons.

The usual assumption is that the superlattice
light hole sta, te(s) P» is (are) given xougkly by deep
square well (or standing wave) form

cos(nmz/2c), n odd,
(x, y, z) -tj, "'" (x, y, z)

sin(nvz/2c), n even,

(4)

where g~bh"'"i is the light-hole state in the bulk, the

well region is ~z~ &c, and the heavy-hole state is
given similarly (the energies, however, are cal-
culated for the appropriate finite square well).
The charge densities of both states for n = I would
theri be bulklike except near the edges of the po-
tential well. We find however that the lower-ener-
gy SLH state g, has its charge density confined to
GaAs bonds. Parallel to the IF, with no charge in
the chains of bonds perpendicular to the IF. The
charge density of g, conversely lies primarily in

the chains of bonds perpendicular to the IF. The
formation of these states is apparently the result
of a quantized state in one well interacting with
states in neighboring wells. Such states, which
apparently have not been predicted previously,
should be detectable by optical studies using polar-
ized radiation. The appearance of these states in-
dicate that the specific superlattice geometry we
have used is intermediate between the quantized
superlattices states studied experimentally and
the repeated monol3yer structures, which are es-
sentially new compounds, studied theoretically by
Caruthers and I in-Chung. "

Secondly, we have ca1culated the effective mass-
es for the states g, and f„usi ng'the usual expres-
sion from k p. perturbation theory. For p, we find
m„*=O.IO, m*, =0.42, and m,*=-0.93, in units of the
free-electron mass. The x and y directions are
shown in Fig. 1. For P„we find m„*= 0.43, m*,
= 0.17, and mf = 0.73. The bulk (isotropic) effective
hole masses in GaAs are -0.6 and 0.07. Referring
to the transverse effective masses rn„* and m,*, it
is evident that neither state is clearly identifiable
as a light- or heavy-hole state.

Even if our calculations were exact these details
would hold only for 9-layer-AlAs-9-layer-GaAs
superlattices with (110) IFs. However, similar
effects can be expected to occur in other few-lay-
ered superlattices. Here we want primarily to
emphasize that the character and'transverse as
well as parallel effective masses of superlattice
bands can be sensitive to coupling between poten-
tial wells. In experiments on few-layered super-
lattices coupling between well states has been ob-
served, "but effective masses have not been ex-
tracted from the data.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our results for the ideal AlAs-GaAs (110) IF
agree well with experimental results where com-
parison is available. The disruption of the bulk
electronic structure at the IF, as evidenced by
both the bond charge density and local density of
states, is very minor for this system. In particu-
lar there is no indication that reconstruction or
even appreciable relaxation will occur this IF.
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The ideal Ge-GaAs (110) IF is found to possess
a sizable density of IF states, which may be mea-
surable in very careful photoemission studies of a
few monolayers of Ge on GaAs (110). There are
no IF states in the fundamental gap, in agreement
with experimental results on heterojunctions. The
Ge-Ga and Ge-As bonds across the IF are found to
be considerably different from either Ge-Ge or
Ga-As bonds in the bulk, which suggests relaxa-
tion at this IF.

We have proposed two possible relaxations. The
first is a simple separation of the atomic planes
at the IF which, in addition to being the simplest
possible relaxation, has the virtue that it will
force the band-edge discontinuities into agreement
with experiment for some value of the separation.

The second proposed relaxation is that the GaAs
plane at the IF will tip so as to shorten the Ge-As
bond and lengthen the Ge-Ga bond. This relaxation
is suggested by the nature of the bonds across the
ideal IF, and is similar'to the relaxation which has
been found at the GaAs (110) surface.
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